Perfect Party Collection

Ziggarat Bracelet

by Rowena

Twin beads and crystal combine with the simplest threading technique to create this lovely bangle style bracelet
Ingredients
bracelet shown is 18cm/7 inches long
74 x CC1172 3x1.5mm black crystal rondelles (A)
TW025 metallic silver twin beads (B)
TW003 sliver lined crystal twin beads (C)
TW038 Ceylon white twin beads (D)
2m 0.5mm stretch magic
is A
is B
is C
is D
The little grid above shows the sequence of beads. The rectangles are twin beads - beads with a hole at each end - and
the red squares represent the crystals that accent the end rows.
The bracelet is simply threaded onto six equal lengths of Stretch Magic. Each row is started at a different position
around the design so that you do not end up with a stack of knots, all in a row, at the end.
To Make
Cut the Stretch Magic into 6 equal length pieces. Onto one piece thread 1A, and 1B. Repeat this simple sequence until
you have used half of your A and B beads. Knot off your elastic but do not trim it back - when the bracelet is complete
you will come back and seal all of the knots.
Take a new piece of Stretch Magic through the other end of a Twin bead close to where you have just made the knot.
Draw the thread through so that the Twin is about half way along the length. Now work out from this central bead.
Pick up 1C, go through the apre hole on the next B bead along. Continue to work around both sides of the bracelet,
inserting C beads in between the second hole of the B beads of the first row. Tie off the ends when complete.
Start the third row in a different place on the bracelet to the first two rows so that the knots at the end won’t all be in a
straight line.
For the third row thread 1D in between each of the C beads of the second row.
For the fourth row thread 1C in between each of the D beads of the third row.
For the fifth row thread 1B in between each of the C beads of the previous row.
For the final row thread A beads into the gaps left between the B beads added inthe previous row.
Now seal your knots with a drop of clear glue or nail polish. Allow to harden off and then trim back your thread ends.
Do not trim the thread ends back until the varnish or glue has set or the thread could undo itself.

There is a matching Necklace Design for this bracelet on a separate download
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